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ABSTRACT 
Electrostatic interactions with metal ions are essential to the structural stability 
and polymorphism of oligonucleotides. This thesis describes the extended applications of 
a simple electrochemical protocol, based on the voltammetric response of multiply- 
charged transition metal cations ( [ R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + )  bound electrostatically to DNA- modified 
surfaces, to explore the kinetics of metal ion-DNA interactions and potential sensing 
applications of DNA-modified electrodes. 
We first analyzed the time-dependent voltammetric behavior of the redox cation 
[ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ '  binding to and dissociating from thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold. It was 
found that the ion-exchange binding kinetics is dominated by the structure of the DNA 
monolayers, i.e., the apparent first-order rate constant decreases significantly upon 
increasing the surface density of DNA strands. Furthermore, it has been shown that 
second-order binding rate constants can be derived from the dependence of the apparent 
first-order rate constants on the solution concentration of the redox cations, and the 
dissociation rate constants were obtained by transferring the incubated electrode into a 
buffer solution free of redox cations. 
The research was then extended to the potential sensing applications of DNA- 
modified electrodes. After incubation in a dilute solution of redox transition metal cations, 
the DNA-modified electrode responds to non-electroactive metal ions, particularly those 
are important in biological systems. Magnesium, calcium and potassium can be detected 
at very low concentration levels (micromolar), and that the sensitivity decreases 
significantly for the monocations (e.g., K'). The derived equilibrium binding constants of 
the divalent metal cations to DNA-modified electrodes confirm that M ~ ~ '  is binds more 
strongly to DNA than ca2'. 
The last part of this thesis describes our first attempt to develop a chip-based 
electrochemical deoxyribosensor, for which we incorporated a specific nucleic acid 
adapter (so-called "aptamer") for ATP and adenosine into DNA monolayers on gold. The 
binding of molecular analytes (e.g., adenosine) induces a conformational change that can 
be revealed by the voltammetric response of electrostatically bound redox cations: a clear 
increase of the integrated charge is observed upon increasing the concentration of 
adenosine in solution. We have also determined the binding constant of adenosine to the 
deoxyribosensor based on a simple Langmuir model. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis, kinetics of metal ion-DNA interaction on surfaces and sensing 
applications of DNA-modified electrodes are explored by simple electrochemical 
methods. As a general introduction of the background for this research, the following 
sections will briefly describe the structure and properties of DNA (to show the molecular 
principles behind DNA sensing technology), DNA sensing technology (particularly DNA 
microarrays), DNA surface chemistry (to address the conformation and reactivity of 
DNA on surfaces), metal ion-DNA interactions, and previous work (including 
introductions of cyclic voltammetry and the Langmuir model), respectively. 
1.1 DNA Structure and Properties 
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the major component of chromosomes and 
carries genetic information for making living organisms.'"n the past few decades, DNA 
chemistry has triggered research advances in almost all fields of life sciences, which 
opened up new opportunities for the investigation of molecular details of eukaryotic gene 
structure and function. The molecular principles behind the gene technology, including 
DNA hybridization, amplification, and recombination, are all based on the double helical 
structure of DNA molecules, which was first discovered by Watson and Crick in 1953 .~  
The complen~entary nature of the base pairing between adenine and thymine (A-T) as 
well as guanine and cytosine (G-C) (Figure 1-1) is the basis for the replication of DNA 
double helices and also makes DNA particularly well suited for biosensing applications. 
Typically the DNA double helix is stabilized by hydrogen bonding and base stacking 
interactions, as mentioned above (Figure 1 - 1). 
Figure 1-1 Watson-Crick base pairing in DNA. A: adenine; C: cytosine; G: guanine; T: thymine. 
The structure of DNA is illustrated by a double helix (think of a spiral staircase), 
with 10 nucleotide pairs per helical turn (for B-DNA). '~ Each spiral strand, comprised of 
a sugar-phosphate backbone and attached bases, is connected to a complementary strand 
by hydrogen bonding between paired bases. The sugar-phosphate backbone is on the 
outside of the helix where the polar phosphate groups can interact with the polar 
environment. The nitrogen-containing bases are inside, stacking perpendicular to the 
helix axis. Figure 1-2 shows one portion of the DNA double helix with details of how the 
bases, sugars, and phosphates connect to form the structure of the molecule. 
At neutral, physiological pH, each phosphate group of the backbone carries a 
negative charge. Positively charged ions such as ~a or M ~ ~ +  and polypeptides with 
positively charged side chains are frequently associated with DNA as a result of 
electrostatic attraction (as described in the following  section^).'^ 
There are three types of DNA double helices, i.e., A-type, B-type, and Z-type. 
The right-handed B-type helix is the typical structure under conditions of neutral pH and 
moderate (physiological) salt concentrations. The B-type double helix IS  relatively 

1.2 DNA Sensing Technology: DNA Microarrays 
Sequencing of DNA samples, detection of DNA damage, and investigation of 
DNA interactions with other molecules are currently exploited as the central themes of 
the DNA-based biosensing technology. Its potential applications include gene discovery, 
disease diagnosis, drug discovery, and toxicological research.' 
In recent years, large scale DNA testing has made the conventional detection 
methods inadequate to meet the requirement of developing small, fast and easy-to-use 
analytical devices. DNA microarrays (also called gene chips, DNA chips, or biochips) 
offer attractive features: miniaturization, speed, and accuracy. Typically, DNA 
microarrays are prepared by using photolithographic methods, which are more commonly 
used for integrated circuit (computer chip) production. Hence the colloquial term "DNA 
chip" came into being.4 
DNA microarrays are typically monolithic, flat surfaces that bear multiple, high- 
density single-stranded oligonucleotide sequences. These probes are used to detect 
complementary DNA fragments by imaging technologies, most often fluorescence or 
radioisotopic detection." Traditional methods in molecular biology generally work on a 
"one gene in one experiment" basis, which means that the throughput is very limited and 
the "whole picture" of gene function is difficult to obtain. The DNA microarray 
technology promises to monitor the whole genome on a single chip so that researchers 
can have a better picture of the interactions among thousands of genes simultaneously. 
For example, Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA) can produce the gene chip that is packed with 
fragments from each of the approximately 35,000 known genes that make up the human 
5 genome. The company also sells a number of Genechips for screening for breast cancer, 
detecting mutations in the HIV genome and in the p53 tumor-supressor gene, and 
identifying bacterial pathogens.4c, 
However, traditional DNA chips are normally based on optical detection, which 
requires highly precise and expensive instrumentation as well as sophisticated numerical 
algorithms to interpret the data."uring the last decade, continued efforts have been 
made to search for ideal substrates, optimal synthetic routes, and sensitive detection 
methods for DNA chips. Many branches of chemistry have contributed to the 
improvement of DNA microarray techniques; for example, synthetic chemistry helps to 
attach probe strands or prepare DNA samples, physical chemistry to characterize the 
structure of DNA layers on surfaces, and analytical chemistry to assess surface 
 reaction^.^" The microarrays can be prepared on the surfaces of glass slides, polymer 
substrates, carbon, gold, or silicon. There are mainly two methods for fabricating the 
DNA probe arrays on a ~ubs t ra te .~  One is the direct on-surface synthesis of 
oligonucleotides;8 the other is the attachment of pre-synthesized oligonucleotides that are 
chemically modified for covalent immobilization on  substrate^.^ The latter method is 
more common due to the simpler procedure and least requirements of facilities. 
1.3 DNA Surface Chemistry 
As microarray technology continues to emerge as an alternative to conventional 
DNA diagnostic methods, questions about the conformation and reactivity of DNA 
probes on surfaces must be add re~sed .~  Depending on the nature of the substrate, various 
schemes can be used for attaching DNA probes to the surface. Common immobilization 
strategies include the attachment of biotin-functionalized DNA probes to avidin-coated 
surfaces, self-assembly of thiol-tethered DNA probes onto gold substrates, and covalent 
(carbodiimide) coupling to hydroxyl groups on carbon electrodes.1•‹ Thiolate-DNA 
monolayers on gold are of great interest because of their simple preparation and 
versatility for molecular modifications; they are suitable model systems for hndamental 
studies of DNA surface chemistry. ' 
1.3.1 Thiolate-DNA Monolayers on Gold and Their Characterization 
Self-assembly is one of the ubiquitous events in chemical and biological 
processes. In a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formed on solid surface, the molecules 
exhibit a high degree of orientation, order, and packing. Gold is the most popular 
substrate to prepare SAMs by adsorption of n-alkanethiols and their derivatives. Owing 
to its noble character, gold does not form a stable oxide surface layer, and can survive 
harsh chemical treatments for cleaning. The strong sulfur-gold interaction makes these 
monolayers relatively stable in air and in e ~ e c t r o l ~ t e . ' ~  
Similar to long-chain n-alkanethiols, thiol-tethered DNA single or double strands 
(for certain lengths only) form uniform and closely packed monolayers on gold surface. 
The effect of length and the presence of an anchoring group on the assembly of DNA 
single strands on gold surface have been studied previously.7 The investigation is based 
on the immobilization of single-stranded oligonucleotides containing a 5'-hexanethiol 
anchoring group for lengths from 8 to 48 bases. It has been shown that the thiol group 
strongly enhances oligonuleotide immobilization, but the enhancement is reduced for 
longer strand lengths. For strands longer than 24 bases, the surface coverage begins to 
decrease noticeably. The decrease is consistent with a less ordered arrangement of the 
DNA chains, presumably reflecting increasing polymeric behavior.' To improve the 
quality, gold substrates modified with DNA monolayers are normally treated with dilute 

Recently, the use of colloidal gold particles as topographic labels to characterize DNA 
hybridization on gold substrates by scanning force microscopy was proposed by Fritzsche 
and c o - ~ o r k e r s , ' ~ ~  which opens an avenue to characterize DNA monolayers on gold with 
a lateral resolution in the nanometer range. However, these methods cannot satisfy the 
requirement of developing easy-to-use, fast, inexpensive, miniaturized analytical devices 
for wide-scale genetic testing requirements. Electrochemical approaches promise to 
provide a simple, accurate, and inexpensive alternative for DNA diagnosis. 
1.3.2 Electrochemical Study of DNA Modified Surfaces 
Palecek and co-workers pioneered the electrochemical detection of nucleic 
acids.I5 They found that the nucleobases were electroactive when adsorbed to mercury or 
carbon electrodes. Thereafter, tremendous efforts have been devoted to the detection of 
nucleic acids using DNA-modified solid electrodes, which represent the basis of 
. - 
electrochemical DNA sensors. Key technological advances in this field have been 
summarized in several recent review ar t ic~es;~? l 6  many practical approaches have been 
explored to develop electrochemical methods to study DNA-modified surfaces, including 
label-free and redox labels-based detections as outlined below. 
1.3.2.1 Label-Free Electrochemical Detection 
Label-free electrochemical detection schemes are based on direct or catalyzed 
oxidation of DNA bases. Among the four nucleic acid bases, the oxidation of guanine (G) 
moiety is the e a ~ i e s t . ~  Adsorption stripping voltammetry was one of the typical 
electrochemical techniques to detect DNA oxidation directly." It offers high selectivity, 
but significant background currents at the required relatively high potentials complicate 
its application. Some recent designs employ physical separation techniques to remove the 
sources of this background interference.'* 
Oxidation of target DNA catalyzed by redox mediators, such as ~ u ( b i ~ ~ ) y ,  have 
been proposed recently.'9 As shown in Figure 1-4, the guanine residues reduce the metal 
Figure 1-4 Schematic representation of guanine oxidation mediated by a ruthenium complex in 
solution [Adapted by permission. Ref. 61 It should be noted that the author is using the 
. < 
abbrivation of bpy for bipyridine instead of bipy that is more common. In addition, the 
left one should be ~ u ( b ~ ~ ) p ,  while the right one should be ~ u ( b i ~ ~ ) p .  
complex that subsequently diffuses to the electrode surface where it is re-oxidized. The 
catalyhc cycle is represented by equations (1) and (2): 
~ u ( b i p ~ ) ~ ~ '  + ~u(bipy),~+ + e- (2) 
The enhanced signal reflects the amount of guanine available for oxidation. 
. . 
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1.3.2.2 Redox Label-Based Detection 
Early work focused on using redox indicators to differentiate between single and 
double strands of DNA on the electrode surface. Mikkelsen and co-workers demonstrated 
about a decade ago that immobilized DNA (on activated glassy carbon electrodes) can be 
detected voltammetrically using redox indicators ( [ ~ o ( b i ~ ~ ) 3 ] ~ +  and [ ~ o ( ~ h e n ) ~ ] ~ + ) ,  
which bound to DNA e l e c t r ~ s t a t i c a l l ~ . ~ ~  Tarlov and co-workers showed that by using a 
chronocoulometric scheme, DNA hybridization on thiolate-DNA-modified gold surfaces 
could be easily detected based on the response of multiply charged redox cations bound 
electrostatically to DNA strands on the surface. The amount of DNA strands present on 
the electrode surface can be determined from the integrated charge of the surface redox 
reaction." As further demonstrated in this thesis, electrostatic probe molecules binding to 
DNA immobilized surfaces can be used to design various DNA sensors as well as to 
study fundamental and practical aspects of metal ion-DNA interactions. 
When using a redox-active intercalator, such as methylene blue (MB) or 
daunomycin, the redox species is oxidized and reduced respectively via DNA-mediated 
long-range electron transfer. Barton and colleagues reported that by using MB as an 
intercalator and potassium ferricyanide as an electr~catal~st," '' single-base mismatches 
could be detected based on the efficiency of electron transfer through DNA double 
helices. Figure 1-6 shows the electrochemical assay for mismatches through DNA- 
mediated electron transfer experiments. On the right is shown an electrode modified with 
well-matched duplex DNA. Current flows through the DNA to reduce methylene blue 
(MB'), intercalated near the top of the DNA monolayer, to leucomethylene blue (LB). 
LB goes on to reduce ferricyanide in solution, thereby regenerating MB' catalytically, 

number of them from solution to achieve stable  conformation^.'^ Metal ion-DNA 
interactions are also important for DNA replication and transcription in vivo, and can be 
exploited for the development of DNA-targeted drugs and bio~ensors. '~ Alkali and 
alkaline earth metal cations (mainly ~ a ' ,  K', ~ g ~ + ,  and ca2+) are present in human body 
in millimolar concentrations and bind to DNA electrostatically, usually mediated by 
water. They become toxic if the concentrations surpass the natural levels. Their depletion 
may also cause diseases. For example, deficiency of iron, magnesium or calcium causes 
may anaemia, cardiovascular diseases or osteoporosis, respectively.25" 
The interactions between double helical DNA and ions, specifically mono- and 
divalent metal cations, have been investigated extensively during the past 30 years. These 
positively charged metal ions interact directly or indirectly with sites characterized by 
high electron density or negatively charged residues of DNA." 
Transition metal complexes interact with more than two different sites and their 
interactions with DNA are more complicated. They can loose their water molecules 
easily and give inner sphere coordinated complexes.25a There are two types of interaction 
modes in general: electrostatic attraction and intercalation into the hydrophobic regions 
of the DNA. The mode is dependent on the molecular structure of the complex and the 
ionic strength of the environment and can be managed by choosing appropriate metal 
chelating ligands. For instance, tris-chelated ruthenium, cobalt or iron complexes with 
1,lO-phenanthroline (phen) interact with duplex DNA via intercalation, while analogous 
2,2'-bipyridine (bipy) chelates of ruthenium or osmium bind to DNA e lec t r~s ta t ica l l~ .~  
Conventional approaches to study metal ion-DNA interactions include molecular 
dynamic simulation, solution NMR, and X-ray crystallography.25 Spectroscopic and X- 
ray diffraction data show that there are four preferential sites for metal binding: the N7 
atom of purine, N3 of pyrimidine residues, exocyclic oxygen and the phosphate oxygen 
atoms.?'" MD simulations, solution NMR, and crystallographic results exclusively show 
that the monovalent cations Na', K', ~ b ' ,  CS' and N H ~ '  prefer direct binding (inner 
sphere) to AT rich region of the DNA minor groove.2%agnesium (Mg2') is the major 
intracellular divalent ion from the group of alkaline earth metals and is present in all 
DNA and RNA activation processes. Using Fourier transform infrared and Raman as well 
as NMR spectroscopy, it was found that magnesium ions play a significant role in the 
stabilization of secondary and tertiary structure of the DNA.?' Transition metals usually 
bind directly to the bases and indirectly to the phosphate groups. For example, FT-IR 
spectra shows that Mn2' cations form zwitterionic type complex with 5'-guanosine 
monophosphate by replacing the sodium cations of the phosphate group. 25a, 27 
1.5 Previous Work and Objectives of This Thesis 
1.5.1 Voltammetric Procedure for Examining DNA-Modified Surfaces 
In a recent publication from our l a b o r a ~ t r ~ , ~ ~  a simple electrochen~ical procedure 
was proposed to study DNA-modified surfaces, including DNA probe quantitation, cation 
binding thermodynamics, and electron-transfer kinetics. It is based on the voltammetric 
behavior of n~ultiply charged transition metal cations bound electrostatically to DNA 
strands. The key feature of our approach is the easy distinction of the surface peaks from 
the signals of diffused species by using micromolar concentrations (pM) of the redox 
r n o l e c ~ l e s . ~ ~  In comparison with other electrochemical methods, 1 Ic-d, 29. 30 the attractive 
aspects of this technique are its experimental simplicity and the ease of interpretation of 
the results. 
1.5.1.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is one of the most popular techniques to characterize 
the redox behavior of compounds and to elucidate the kinetics of electrode reactions." 
Typically, an electrochemical cell for CV measurements contains three different 
electrodes: working, reference, and counter electrode. The current flows between the 
working and counter electrode (ideally the electronic circuitry ensures that no current will 
flow through the reference). The potential is controlled relative to the reference electrode. 
In CV, the current in the cell is measured as a function of potential. During the 
measurement, the potential of working electrode is linearly cycled from a starting to a 
final potential, and then back to the starting potential. This process, in turn cycles the 
redox reaction. A plot of potential versus current is then produced, which is the so-called 
cyclic voltammogram." In this thesis, an one-compartment and three-electrode Teflon 
cell was used for the measurements (Figure 1-7). Bare or DNA modified gold slides were 
used as working electrodes and pressed against an O-ring seal at the cell bottom (with an 
exposed area of 0.68 cm2). An Ag 1 AgCl 1 3M NaCl electrode was used as reference 
electrode, and the counter electrode was a Pt wire. 
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Figure 1-6 Schematic representation of the electrochemical cell for cyclic voltammetric 
measurements of DNA modified gold electrodes. 
1.5.1.2 Quantitation of DNA Probes 
Upon prolonged incubation (e.g. 2 hrs) in a solution containing multiply charged 
metal complexes, such as [RU(NH&]~', at low ionic strength, an ion-exchange 
equilibrium between these transition metal cations and the native charge compensation 
ions M+ (presumably ~ a +  and ~ r i s t )  associated with the anionic DNll backbone is 
21, 28 established. The reaction assumes that the penetration of the DNA monolayers by 
[RU(NH~)~]~+ results in ejection of M+ on a 1:l (charge) basis, which is certainly true 
when the concentration of metal cations is high and the incubation time is adequate. The 
cyclic voltammetry that results fkom partitioning [RU(NH~)~])+ into DNA monolayers is 
shown in figure 1-7. 
gold 
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Figure 1-7 Pictorial representation and volbmm&c response of multiply-charged transition metal 
complexes bound electrostatically to DNA-modified surfaces: cyclic voltammograms of 
gold electrodes modified with dsDNA (A) and ssDNA (B) in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH7.4) 
in the presence of [RU(NH&]~+ at different concentrations as listed. The scan rate was 
50 mV/s. [Adapted by permission from ref. 281 - *  - 
Then the surface concentration of [RU(NH~)~]~+,  I'R,, (mol/cm2) can be easily 
determined from eq. (1): 
where Q is the charge that can be obtained fi-om the integration of the reduction peak of 
surface-bound [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + ,  n is the number of electrons in the reaction, and A is the 
electrode area. The peak area for integration normally is obtained by subtracting the 
background, which is obtain in the solution fi-ee of redox cations, fi-om the voltammetric 
signal of the [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  (as shown in figure 1-8). 
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Figure 1-8 Cyclic voltammograms of dsDNAlAu in lOmM Tris buffer in the absence(dashed line) 
and presence(so1id line) of 3.5pM redox cation [RU(NH~)~]~+.  The scan rate is 50 mV/s. 
Furthermore, based on the saturation quantity of [RU(NH~)~]'+, the measure value 
can be directly converted to the surface density of DNA probes based on eq. (2): 
where rn is the number of nucleotides in the DNA, z is the charge of the redox cation, and 
NA is Avogadro's number. The surface densities, rDNA, for the electrodes modified with 
dsDNA and ssDNA that evaluated from the voltammetric concentration of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  
are 4 . 6 k 0 . 6 ~ 1 0 ' ~  molecule/cn~~ and 5.3h0.4~10" molecule/cm2 respectively. These 
values are close to the theoretical estimation ( 5 . 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  molecule/cm2)"', which is 
calculated by assuming that the DNA monolayers are compact and the double helices 
"stand" on the surface with a small tilt angle relative to the normal. 
1.5.1.3 Cationic Binding Activity Study Based on Langmuir Model 
Langmuir derived a simple model involving a thermodynamic equilibrium to 
predict the fraction of solid surface covered by an adsorbate as a function of its gas 
pressure in 1 9 1 6 . ~ ~  This was later extended to liquid systems, where the equilibrium 
involved concentrations in solution. This classical model assumes that every binding site 
is equivalent; the ability of a molecule to bind is independent of occupation of nearby 
sites; and the activity of the adsorbate is directly proportional to its concentrati~n.'~ The 
derivation of the Langmuir isotherm for cation-DNA binding equilibrium is 21b, 28 
where C is the concentration of the redox cation [RU(NH~)']'+ solution, Q is the 
accumulated charge at the electrode surface, Q,,, is the saturated charge, and K is the 
equilibrium binding constant. 
The voltammetric response as a function of the solution concentration of 
[RU(NH~)G]'' has been analyzed by fitting to the Langmuir isotherm given in eq. (3).'"% 
l 9  The linearity of the plot of CIQ vs. C indicated that the binding isotherm can be 
described by eq. (3), and the values of the interaction equilibrium constants of 
[RU(NH~)~]'+ with both dsDNA and ssDNA modified surfaces were thus obtained, which 
are 2.0*0.5 x 1 0' M - I  and 1.5*0.5x 10' M-I  for respectively.28 
1.5.2 Design of Deoxyribosenors for Specific Detection of Molecular Analytes 
The dependence of the DNA conductivity on its conformational state can be used 
to design biosen~ors.~'  During the past few years, Dr. Sen's group has successfully 
incorporated aptamers (nucleic acid receptors) into DNA structures such that ligand 
binding would switch the conformation of the DNA assembly. These deoxyribosenors 
only permit electrical conduction through the entire DNA structure in the presence of a 
bound analYte." 

to the fact that the kinetics are difficult to monitor in solution under homogenous 
conditions. However, on a gold surface, the high density and ordered orientation of the 
immobilized DNA strands are expected to slow down the ion transport in and out of the 
DNA monolayer, thereby permitting kinetic investigations. The examination of the 
relative binding abilities of biological relevant metal cations (e.g., magnesium, calcium, 
and potassium ions) to DNA, and the construction of deoxyribosensors for direct 
electrochemical detection of molecular analytes were also of considerable interest to us. 
Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively, describe the results of our voltammetric 
experiments a) to monitor the kinetics of the [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  interactions with thiolate- 
DNA monolayers on gold, b) to determine the selectivity of metal cations ( M ~ ~ ' ,  ca2', 
and K') binding to DNA, and c) to develop deoxyribosensors incorporating 
ATPIadenosine aptamer in DNA monolayers on gold electrode for specific detection of 
molecular analytes. 
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CHAPTER 2 
KINETICS OF ION-EXCHANGE BINDING 
OF REDOX METAL CATIONS TO THIOLATE-DNA 
MONOLAYERS ON GOLD 
In this chapter, the kinetics of the ion-exchange binding of redox metal cations to 
thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold was investigated using a simple electrochemical 
protocol. Starting from the introduction to related literature work, this chapter describes 
the time-dependent voltammetric behaviour of redox cations bound to DNA monolayers 
and the subsequent theoretical evaluation of the kinetic parameters. The kinetic data 
augment our fundamental understanding of metal ion-DNA interactions, and are critical 
for the evaluation of the accuracy and reliability of experimental DNA detection 
protocols. 
2.1 Introduction 
The thermodynamics (adsorption isotherm and equilibrium constants) of cation- 
DNA interactions have been studied in great details in the past as discussed in Chapter 1 .  
In contrast, very little is known about the binding kinetics of metal cations to DNA either 
in solution or on surfaces,' though electrochemical methods have long been used to study 
the kinetics of the adsorption of conventional molecules and molecular recognition on 
 surface^.^.^ Horrocks et al. noted that cyclic voltammetiy could detect binding kinetics, 
but did not provide further investigation or interpretation."ang et al. reported their brief 
kinetics study of the interactions between benzyl viologen (BV) and calf-thymus DNA 
adsorbed on gold surfaces.' In our study, a multiply charged transition metal cation, 
[ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + ,  was chosen as model system, partially because of its ideal electrochemical 
response.73 The analogous transition metal complex [ c o ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  has been widely used 
as a "biochemically inert" substitute for the alkaline earth metals (e.g., M ~ ' + ,  which 
interacts in the form of [ M ~ ( H ~ O ) ~ ] ' '  with DNAIRNA) because of similar size and 
octahedral geometry (although different charge) of the two molecules.'"0 
2.2 Experimental Section 
Materials. The synthetic DNA oligonucleotide 5'TTTAGCTGACGTCAGATC- 
GA3' and the disulfide derivative of its complementary strand, DMT-0-C6-S-S-C6-0- 
5'TCGATCTGACGTCAGCTAAA3', were purchased from Core DNA Services Inc. 
(Calgary, AB). The 5'-thiol modifier was from Glen Research (Sterling, VA). The DMT 
(dimethoxytrityl) group protects the disulfide and serves as an appropriate hydrophobic 
group for HPLC purification. 
Glass slides coated with 10 nm titanium (to improve adhesion) and 100 nm gold 
were obtained from Evaporated Metal Film (EMF) Inc. (Ithaca, NY). 6-Mercapto-1- 
hexanol (MCH) and hexaammine ruthenium (111) chloride (98%) were obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received. Deionized water (>18.3 MRxm)  
was from a Barnstead EasyPure UVIUF compact water system (Dubuque, IA). Different 
buffers were employed for specific experimental tasks. For DNA hybridization and 
immobilization, 10 mM Tris buffer 1 0.1 M MgC12 I 1 M NaCl at pH 7.4 (buffer A) was 
used. Electrodes were rinsed successively with 1 (! mM Tris buffer I 50 mM NaC1, pH 7.4 
(buffer B) and 10 mM Tris buffer I 10 mM NaCI, pH 7.4 (buffer C). Electrochemical 
characterizations were performed in 10 mM Tris buffer (at pH 7.4) containing different 
concentrations of Ru(NH3)&13. 
DNA Purification. The disulfide-derivatized oligomer was deprotected with 
saturated NH3.H20 at 55 "C for 12 h and then purified by reversed-phase HPLC on a C 18 
Vydac Column (218TP54). The sample was then treated with 100 mM DTT 
(dithiothreitol) at pH 8.5 for 30 min and passed through a Pharmacia Nap-5 Column (G- 
25 Sephadex) to yield pure thiol-tethered ssDNA, HS-C6-O-S'TCGATCTGACGTC- 
AGCTAAA3'. 
Surface Preparation. The gold-coated slides (2x2 cm2) were cleaned by 
immersion in a "piranha" solution" (a mixture of 70% concentrated sulfuric acid and 30% 
hydrogen peroxide) for 5 min at about 90 "C. WARNING: piranha solution reacts 
violently with organic solvents, and should be handled ~vith extreme care. They were 
rinsed thoroughly with deionized water and dried under N2. Gold electrodes modified 
with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA/Au) were prepared by spreading 100 pL of 10 pM 
solution of the thiol-terminated ssDNA in buffer A over the cleaned gold surface for 1 
min to 24 h (in order to control the surface density of the DNA strands) at ambient 
conditions. After modification, the sample was rinsed with buffer B, buffer C, and 10 
mM Tris buffer, immersed in a 1.0 mM MCH solution for 1 h, rinsed again with 10 mM 
Tris buffer and dried under N2 before characterization. To prepare gold electrodes 
modified with double-stranded DNA (dsDNA/Au), we first hybridized the 10 pM 
solution of the thiol-terminated ssDNA in deoxygenated buffer A with its complementary 
strand by heating to 90 OC followed by slow cooling to room temperature, and then used 
the procedure described above for the preparation of ssDNAIAu. 
Instrumentation. Cyclic voltammetry was performed with a pAutolab 11 
potentiostat / galvanostat (EcoChemie B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands). A one- 
compartment and three-electrode Teflon cell was used for the measurements. Gold slides 
modified with double-stranded (dsDNA1Au) or single-stranded (ssDNA1Au) 
oligonucleotides were used as working electrodes and pressed against an O-ring seal at 
the cell bottom (with an exposed area of 0.68 cm2). An Ag I AgCl I 3M NaCl electrode 
was used as reference electrode, and the counter electrode was a Pt wire. 
2.3 Results and Discussions 
Upon prolonged incubation (e.g 2 hrs) in a solution containing multiply charged 
metal complexes, such as [RU(NH~)~]'', at low ionic strength, an ion-exchange 
equilibrium between these transition metal cations and the native charge compensation 
ions M+ (presumably ~ a +  and ~ris ' )  associated with the anionic DNA backbone is 
e~tablished.~. As is introduced in chapter one, values of the surface concentration of 
[ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ '  ( rRu) and the surface density of DNA (rDNA) can be calculated based on the 
integrated charge of redox peaks. At low concentrations of metal cations (< 5.0 pM), a 
clear time-dependence of the voltammetric behavior of the immobilized redox cations has 
been observed (Figure 2-1). 
2.3.1 Evaluation of Apparent First-Order Rate Constants 
Figure 2-1 shows the representative responses obtained when gold electrodes 
modified with ssDNA (A) and dsDNA (B) were used to record voltammograms in 0.5 
and 2.5 pM [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ '  solutions, respectively. During the incubation period, the 
solution was stirred by bubbling argon gas, in order to minimize the possible depletion of 
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Figure 2-1 Cyclic voltammograms of 0.5 pM [RU(NH~)~]" on ssDNA1Au (A) and of 2.5 pM 
[RU(NH~)~]" on dsDNAIAu (B). The dashed lines show the steady state CVs (i.e., after 
prolonged incubation (e.g 2 hrs) in the [RU(NH~)~]'+ containing electrolyte). The 
electrolyte is 10 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4, and the scan rate is 50 mV1s. 
the reactant at the electrode surface. We believe that the slow adsorption process (tens to 
hundreds of minutes to reach equilibrium) is not significantly influenced by the mass- 
transport of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  to the electrode surface. It is clear that both the cathodic and 
anodic currents increase significantly with increasing incubation time before equilibrium 
is reached. The outmost curves are the equilibrium CVs that were recorded after 
prolonged incubation. In all cases, the voltammetric responses are due to the surface- 
bound [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + ;  contributions from the solution-diffused species are negligible.8 The 
development of the voltammetric signal as a function of time shown in Figure 2-1 
contrasts with that recorded by Steel et a1.7b for ssDNA-modified gold electrodes. The 
extra set of waves in their CVs is due to diffused species resulting from the much higher 
concentration of redox cations, also [RU(NH~)~]'+ (50 pM) used in their experiments. For 
the same reason, the kinetic development of the voltammetric signal was not noticeable; 
rather, the repeated scans were essentially overlapping.7b The time-dependent behavior 
observed in Figure 2- 1 is similar to the voltammetric response reported for the binding of 
[RU(NH~)~]" to a graphite electrode modified with polyvinyl sulfate," a anionic 
polyelectrolyte. 
The well-behaved voltammetric response and intriguing difference between the 
time scales for ssDNA/Au and dsDNA1Au deserve further theoretical consideration. 
Since the surface quantity of [RU(NH~)~]'+ can be readily determined by integration of the 
cathodic peak, we can quantitatively analyze the kinetics of redox cation-DNA 
interactions on surfaces. The ion-exchange binding can be expressed in the form of eq. 
( I ) ,  (2), (3), where the replacement of the native charge compensation ions M' by the 
multiply charged metal cations in solution ([Ru(NH~)~]'+) consequently, is explicitly 
included. 
where DNA. 3M' is three monocation exchangeable complex, DNA. 2M 
monocation exchangeable complex, DNA.M'Ru~' is one monocation exchangeable 
complex, DNA .Ru3+is surface-bound redox cation [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ ' ,  RU;&, is [RU(NHJ)~]~ '  
in solution, k+/,  k+2, k+3 and k-I, k-2, k.3 are the binding and dissociation rate constants. In 
the following derivation, square brackets to denote surface concentrations as well as 
solution concentrations are used for clarity. 
The rate laws for these three reactions are: 
d DNA. 2M'Ru3* II= k + ,  [DNA .3Mi ][RU~+],,,~,, - k-, [DNA 2M'Ru3*]. [M'Is,,,, 
dt (1)' 
- k , 2 [ ~ ~ ~ . 2 ~ ' ~ u 3 ' ] +  k . 2 [ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ' ~ u 3 ' ] . [ ~ '  ],,,,, 
In these consequent reactions, DNA . ~ M ' R U "  and DNA . M'RU" are 
intermediates, so both eq. (1)' and (2)' should be close to zero based on the steady state 
assumption. From eq. (1)' ~ 0 ,  one can get: 
k+,  [DNA. ~M'] [RU~' ] , ,~ ,  + k-, [DNA. M'RU" I[M'l,,~, [DNA. ~ M ' R U  3' ] = 
k-l[M+lsOl, + k+2 
From eq. (2)' ~ 0 ,  one can get: 
Substituting eq. (4) into eq. (5) leads to: 
Then substitute into eq. 3' results in: 
d[DNA . RU 3' ] k + l k + 2 k + 3  
= ( ) . [DNA. 3M.1. [Ru dt k-lk-:[Mi IL, + k-Ik+3[M+lsd,, + b k + 3  
The concentration of [M'],,~,, remains constant during the reaction as the 
concentration of monocation (determined by the buffer concentration and pH, normally in 
mM range) is not significantly influenced by the ion-exchange process. So eq. 7 can be 
simplified by substituting: k + ~ k , , k + ,  = k ,  and 
k-lk-2[M+~:oln + k-Ik+3[Mi1,01n + k i 2 k + 3  
k-1k-2k-3[M+ I L n  
= k ,  into it. 
k I k 2  [M+ ~ : ~ l ~  + k-~k+j[M+Iso~n + k + 2 k + 3  
The rate law of the rate control reaction (3) is then given in eq. (8): 
dl- 
2 = k ,  [(DNA. 3M' ),,,,.], [RU"],,,~ - k,T, 
dt 
in eq. (8), kA and ks are apparent rate constants for the adsorption (binding) and 
dissociation processes; therefore, the equilibrium constant is K = k ,  l k ,  , and the 
subscript t identifies a time-dependent quantity. The quantity of the surface-bound 
monocations at any time can be expressed as: 
Substituting eq. (9) into eq. (8) results in: 
dl-, 
-- 
dt - k.4 [J3u3+ lsoln ('Gat - 't 1 - '8'1 
When at equilibrium, eq. (8) yields 
where rcq = [DNA. RU" ] and T,,, = I-,,, + [DNA. 3M'] ,,,,,. 
A rearrangement of eq. (I I) gives 
By substituting eq. (13) into eq. (lo), eq. (14) results 
A rearrangement of eq. ( 1  4) gives eq. (1 5) 
When an initially prepared gold electrode modified with a thiolate-DNA monolayers is 
placed in a solution containing the [RU(NH~)~] '+ complex, integration of eq. (1 5) leads to 
where 0 is the surface coverage and k , ,  is the apparent first-order rate constant which are 
given by eq. (1  7) and eq. (1 8) respectively 
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Figure 2-2 (A) Integrated charge of the cathodic peaks from the CVs of 0.5 pM [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  
onssDNA/Au (Figure 2-1A) as function of incubation time. (B) Plot of In (1-0) versus 
incubation time, from which the apparent first-order rate constant (k,,,) was 
determined. 
Figure 2-2A shows the dependence of Q, on the incubation time (t) for 
ssDNA1Au. As indicated by the CV curves in Figure 2-lA, the surface charge initially 
increases monotonically and reaches equilibrium after about 40 min. The plot of In (1 - 
Q) vs. t shown in Figure 2-2B is linear, demonstrating the validity of eq. (16). Moreover, 
the apparent first-order rate constant, kapp, can be obtained from the slope of the In (1 - 8) 
vs. t plot (Figure 2-2B). 
Table 2-1 lists the apparent first-order rate constants for the interaction of 
[RU(NH~)~]'+ with SSDNAIAU and dsDNA1Au at different concentrations of 
[RU(NH~),,]~+. Two conclusions are evident: ( I )  The rate constants are clearly dependent 
on the solution concentration; (2) the rate constant obtained for dsDNA1Au is much 
smaller than that of ssDNA/Au (at the same concentration of redox cations), which 
indicates that the kinetics of ion-exchange binding is directly related to the structural 
nature of the DNA monolayers. 
Table 2-1 Kinetic data for [RU(NH&]" binding to thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold." 
(4.3k0.4)~ 10" molecules/cm2, respectively. The experiments were carried out in 10 rnM 
Tris buffer at pH 7.4 at room temperature (25 "C). The ssDNA/Au and its 
complimentary strand have the structures Au-S-C6-S'TCGATCTGACGTCAGCT- 
AAA3' and S'TTTAGCTGACGTCAGATCGA3'. respectively. Uncertainties are 
1 1  5%. 
k,,, (1 0-2 min-llb System 
dsDNA/Au 
Pang and ~ b r u n a '  briefly addressed the binding kinetics of benzyl viologen (BV) 
to calf-thymus DNA adsorbed on gold surfaces. They en~ployed a one-term rate law 
instead of eq. (16) by assuming that the solution concentration remains constant and 
neglecting the dissociation process. At higher redox cation concentrations (10 pM BV), 
the "pseudo-first-order" binding rate constants they reported were 2 . 5 ~  10 and 5.1 x 1 0.' 
min-' for dsDNA/Au and ssDNA/Au, respectively, i.e., smaller but of the same order of 
magnitude as those obtained in our study. A direct comparison is inadequate due to the 
different types of cations (with different charge and structure) and the different 
CR,, (PM) 
" The surface densities (rDNA) of SSDNAJAU and dsDNA/Au are (4.4k0.5) x 1012 and 
5.0 14 
preparation of the DNA-modified surfaces. From their values of k A  ( 2 . 5 ~  1 0 h n d  5.1 x 1 o3 
M-'.rnin-13 calculated from their data) and K ( 2 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  M-' and 3 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  M-I), kB can be 
calculated to be 8 . 0 ~  1 0-2 min-' for dsDNA1Au and 7 . 0 ~  min-' for ssDNA1Au. These 
values are even larger than the "pseudo-first-order" binding rate constants, k'=  k,C , i.e., 
the dissociation process is certainly not negligible. 
2.3.2 Evaluation of the Binding Rate Constants 
The second-order rate constants kA were calculated by using eq. (9). The 
concentration of monocations (mainly ~ris ' )  in the solution is 8.8 mM (10 mM Tris.HC1, 
pK, = 8.3) as determined from the pH value (7.4). The concentration of [M+],,I, remains 
constant during the reaction as the concentration of monocation is not significantly 
influenced by the ion-exchange process. As shown in Figure 2-3, the plot of k,, vs. CR" 
is linear, indicating the validity of eq. (18). More importantly, the second-order binding 
rate constants, kA can be determined from the slope of the plot shown in Figure 2-3. The 
values for k ~ ,  calculated are 2.2k0.3x104 ~ - ' m i n - '  for dsDNA/Au and 1 .3?0 .2~10~ M- 
'min-' for ssDNA/Au respectively. The binding rate constant obtained for dsDNA/Au is 
much smaller than that of ssDNAlAu, which indicates that the binding kinetics is directly 
related to the structure of DNA monolayer. 
Figure 2-3 A plot of koPp vs. the concentration of [RU(NH,),]" in solution for dsDNA/Au, from 
which the kA was determined. See text for details. 
2.3.3 Determination of the Dissociation Rate Constants 
We have also examined the process of dissociation of metal cations from thiolate- 
DNA monolayers on gold. A simple approach to obtain dissociation rate constants 
consists of incubating the DNA-modified electrode in relatively concentrated 
[RU(NH~)~]" solution (e.g., 5.0 pM) and then transferring it into a redox cation-free 
buffer for voltammetric measurements. A similar method was used by Tarlov and co- 
workers to confirm that the CV postwaves were due to surface-confined species.7b 
Figure 2-4 shows that the redox peaks decrease gradually with time due to the 
dissociation of [RU(NH~)~] '+ from the electrode surface into the electrolyte solution. 
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Figure 2-4 Cyclic voltammograms of dsDNAlAu in 10 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4. The scan rate is 
50 mVls. The electrode was incubated in 5.0 @I [RU(NH&$+ for 30 rnin before transfer 
into the redox-cation-free buffer. 
In this case, the binding (re-adsoprtion) process is virtually non-existent, and 
integration of eq. (8) gives 
As expected, the integrated cathodic charge, Q,, decreases monotonically with time 
(Figure 2-5A). The value of kB can be obtained from the slope of the linear portion of the 
In$ vs. t plot (Figure 2-5 B). Another approach to obtain the value of k~ is from the 
intercept of the plot in Figure 2-3. The obtained values were all listed in Table 2-2 for 
t / min 
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Figure 2-5 (A) Integrated charge of the cathodic peak for [RU(NH~)$+ bound to dsDNA/Au as 
function of time after transfer to redox-free buffer. (B) Plot of In 8 as function of time, 
from which the dissociation rate constant (ks)  was obtained. 
The kB values obtained from both methods are very close to each other. The value 
of kB for dsDNA/Au is much smaller than that for ssDNA/Au (Table 2-2), but they are 
typically of the same order of magnitude (10 .~  min-I) as the apparent first-order rate 
constants obtained previously (Table 2-1) and dependent on the surface density of DNA 
strands. 
Table 2-2 Rate constants for [RU(NH&]" dissociation from thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold." 
"'The surface densities (I-DNA) of dsDNAlAu and ssDNAlAu 
are 2 . 9 ~  10" and 4 . 6 ~  10" molecule I cm' respectively; b. 
Obtained by fitting k,,,,, vs. CR,, (Figure 2-3); " Determined by 
voltammetric measurements after transfer into the redox-free 
buffer. 
Substitution of K = kA 1 k ,  into eq. (18) leads to 
kB (1 0-2 min-')' 
0.6k0.2 
System 
dsDNA1Au 
in which [ R U ~ + ] , ~ ~ ,  is the concentration of the complex employed in the experiment 
leading to kapp. For the ion-exchange binding of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  to SSDNAIAU, kapp = 
6 . 0 ~ 1 0 . ~  min-' (Figure 2-2), kB = 2 . 7 ~ 1 0 . ~  min-' (Figure 2-5), and [Ru3+],,l,, = 0.3pM. 
From these three values one obtains K = 4 .1k0 .6~  lo%-' which is close to the K (1 Sk0.5 
x lo%-') calculated from the intercept of the linearized isotherm reported previously.8 
We believe that "pure" electrostatic interaction between the metal cations and the DNA 
phosphate backbone limits the maximum adsorption quantity (determined by the surface 
density of the DNA strands and the number of bases in each strand) and localizes the 
binding sites. Because of the ion-exchange nature, the energy for adsorption may not 
depend on the surface quantity of transition metal cations. 
kg (1 0-2 min-'lb 
0.4 k 0.1 
We also observed that at high concentration of monocations (K') or dications 
(ca2+ and Mg2'), the dissociation rates become much faster. Immersion in 1.0 M NaCl 
removes all the [RU(NH~)~]'+ in less than 30 min, as evidenced by the total disappearance 
of the redox peaks. This confirms the reversibility of the electrostatic interaction between 
metal cations and DNA monolayers on gold; more importantly, it ensures the reusability 
of the DNA-modified electrodes for further studies. Detailed studies of the ion-exchange 
properties of several bioactive cations (K+, ca2+,  and Mg2+) will be covered in Chapter 4. 
2.3.4 Correlation between Binding Kinetics and DNA Surface Density 
To better understand the dependence of the binding kinetics on the structure of the 
DNA monolayers, we adapted the approach of Heme and ~ a r l o v ' ~  by controlling the 
deposition time to achieve varied surface densities. Changing the deposition time from 1 
min to 24 h resulted in surface densities ranging from 1 .8~10"  to 6 . 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  
molecules/cm2 for ssDNA/Au, and from 2 .0~10"  to 4 . 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  molecules/cm2 for 
dsDNA/Au. The apparent first-order rate constants for [RU(NH~)~] '+ binding to these 
DNA-modified gold electrodes were obtained at the same solution concentration (0.5 
pM) from the respective cyclic voltammograms and are shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 Apparent first-order rate constants of [RU(NH&]" binding to thiolate-DNA monolayers 
as a function of the surface density. The rnNA values for dsDNA1Au (open circles) were 
doubled for direct comparison with those of ssDNA/Au (closed circles). The dashed line 
is to direct the eyes only. 
For both ssDNA/Au and dsDNAIAu, the rate constant (k,,,) decreases 
significantly as the surface density of DNA strands increases. It should be noted that, in 
Figure 2-6, the rDNA values (molecules/cm2) measured for dsDNA/Au were doubled in 
order to compare the density of single DNA strands directly. In both cases, the decreases 
follow a similar trend, indicating insignificant differences in the kinetics of cation 
binding to ssDNA/Au and dsDNA1Au. Atomic force microscopic (AFM) studies 
confirmed that bulk DNA adsorbed on solid substrates (e.g., 4x174 double-stranded 
plasmid DNA on mica) display random super-coiled morphologies, with surface 
coverage depending on sample load and surface treatment procedure." In contrast, 
thiolate-DNA strands (e.g., 6-mercaptohexyl-oligonucleotides) strongly bind to gold;14 
particularly the thiolate-dsDNA oligonucleotides form well-packed monolayers with an 
average 45" orientation of the helical axis with respect to the surface.'" becent studies by 
Steel at al. have confirmed that adsorbed thiol-ssDNA oligonucleotides shorter than 24 
bases also organize in end-tethered, highly extended configurations that allow the 
formation of equilibrated, close-packed m ~ n o l a ~ e r s . ' ~  w e believe that the observed 
sluggish kinetics is due to the close proximity of the parallel DNA chains, leaving only 
narrow channels for the movement of metal ions. This hinders the penetration of 
[ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  into the DNA monolayer and the ejection of M', although 
thermodynamically the reaction is favorable (as evidenced by the large binding constant 
K = 2.0 f 0.5 x lo6 M-' for ~SDNAIAU'). 
2.4 Conclusions 
The present study demonstrates that the simple voltammetric protocol is capable 
of monitoring the kinetics of the interaction of multiply charged transition metal cations 
with thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold. Rate constants can be obtained by integration of 
the rate laws based on the time-dependent voltammetric behaviors of the surface-bound 
redox metal cations. Our experimental results showed that the kinetics of ion-exchange 
binding of transition metal cations to thiolate-DNA monolayers is highly dependent on 
the DNA surface density, and appears to agree with the model of conventional Langmuir 
adsorption. 
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CHAPTER 3 
VOLTAMMETRIC SENSING OF METAL CATIONS 
BASED ON THEIR ION-EXCHANGE BINDING 
TO DNA-MODIFIED SURFACES 
This chapter describes a quantitative detection of non-electroactive ions by the 
simple electrochemical protocol, specifically mono- and divalent metal cations of 
biological relevance (M$', ca2+, and K'), based on their competitive binding to DNA- 
modified surfaces. In addition to shed light on the quantitative understanding of 
interactions between divalent cations and DNA-modified surface, the equilibrium binding 
constants were also calculated. 
3.1 Introduction 
In the second chapter and previous publications from our group, we have reported 
an electrochemical procedure to examine DNA-modified surfaces, i.e., to quantitate the 
density of DNA probes on chips and to monitor the heterogeneous hybridization with 
target strands in solution (see chapter I). '  In this chapter, we demonstrate that this 
method can be extended to the quantitative analysis of non-electroactive metal cations, 
such as magnesium ( ~ g ~ ' ) ,  calcium (ca2+), and potassium (K'). These metal cations are 
of particular biological importance;' for example, they play a crucial role in the human 
body, i.e., small deviations from normal concentration levels are recognized as symptoms 
of malfunction or disease. 
In the past, very few electrochemical or optical sensors have been found to be 
suitable for the detection of these bioreactive metal cations, particularly for ~ g : ' . ~  This is 
partially due to the limited availability of host compounds, either synthetic or naturally 
existing, that bind Mg" in preference to other alkali and alkaline earth metal ions. 
Almost a decade ago, Meada and co-workers proposed to use double-helical DNA 
(chemisorption of disulfide-tethered-calf thymus DNA on gold) as receptive entity for the 
detection of M ~ " ,  by monitoring the enhanced signal of ferrocyanidelferricyanide 
( [F~(cN)~]~ '~ ]  redox couple on DNA-modified electrodes upon adding M ~ " . ~  The same 
approach was used to detect other metal cations (Ca2', K+, and ~ a ' ) ~  and even anti- 
cancer drugs.5 Without exploring the sensing perspectives, several other groups reported 
the effect of ionic strength (essentially the concentration of mono- or divalent metal ions 
in the electrolyte solution) on the electrochemical behavior of redox-active molecules on 
electrodes modified with DNA ~trands.~- ' '  For example, Pang and Abruiia reported that 
with increased concentrations of NaCl in the supporting electrolyte, the peak currents and 
potentials of  hen)^]"'^' (Phen = 1,lO-phenanthroline) decreased / shifted 
significantly." This allowed them to discuss various interaction modes between redox 
cations and DNA strands on electrode s ~ r f a c e . ~  
To date, most of the reported electrochemical DNA sensors are directed toward 
applications in genetic screening and detection, i.e., to identify selected DNA sequences 
or mutated genes associated with human disease." Different laboratories are just starting 
to take advantage of the ease of DNA sensor design for the development of assays for 
other molecular analytes (from small molecules to proteins) that bind to DNA. For 
example, Ozsoz et al. recently reported the detection of arsenic trioxide, by monitoring 
the direct guanine oxidation.I2 Based on the DNA-mediated charge transport chemistry, 
Barton and co-workers developed an electrochemical protocol to assay for protein (e.g., 
M.Hhal, a base-flipping enzyme) binding to and reacting with DNA-modified surfaces." 
Kraatz and co-workers demonstrated that the binding event of MutS protein to a double- 
stranded DNA containing a single nucleotide mismatch can be conveniently detected by 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.'4 Along the same line of exploration, the 
present work stems from our continued efforts to develop versatile electrical DNA 
sensors for molecular analytes by constructing conformational DNA-switches.' This 
report represents our first step in exploring electrochemical DNAIRNA-binding assays 
for more specific biomedical analytes, by demonstrating that a simple voltammetric 
protocol in conjunction with DNA-modified electrodes can be used to detect the presence 
of different types of metal cations at low concentrations. 
3.2 Experimental Section 
Detailed experimental procedures for the purification and surface-immobilization 
of synthetic DNA strands have been reported previously (see chapter 2). In brief, the 
disulfide-modified oliognuleotide, DMT-O-(CH2)6-S-S-(CH2)(,-0-5'TCGATCTGAC- 
GTCAGCTAAA3' (Core DNA Services Inc., Calgary, AB) was treated with saturated 
NH3.H20 at 55 "C for 12 h to deprotect the bases and the DNA sample was purified by 
reversed phase HPLC on a C 18 Vydac Column (2 18TP54). After reacting with 100 mM 
DTT (dithiothreitol) at pH 8.5 for 30 min (to break the disulfide bond), the resulting 
thiol-terminated oligonucleoide, HS(CH2)60-5'-TCGATCTGACGTCAGCTAAA3' (HS- 
ssDNA), was purified and desalted on a Pharmacia Nap-5 Column (G-25 Sephadex). To 
prepare double-stranded oligonucleotides (dsDNA), we hybridized a 10 pM solution of 
HS-ssDNA with the complimentary strand (5'TTTAGCTGACGTCAGATCGA3') in 
deoxygenated buffer (10 mM Tris containing 0.1 M MgClz and 1 M NaCl at pH 7.4) by 
heating to 90 "C, followed by slowly cooling down to room temperature. 
Glass slides coated with 10 nm Ti and 100 nm Au (Evaporated Metal Film, Inc., 
Ithaca, NY) (1.5 x 2.5 cm2) were cleaned by immersion in a mixture of concentrated 
sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (3:1, vlv) for 2 to 5 min at 90 OC. They were then 
rinsed thoroughly with deionized water and dried under N2. TO prepare gold electrodes 
modified with double-stranded DNA (dsDNAIAu), we spread 100 pL of a 10 yM 
solution of the dsDNA over the cleaned gold surface for 24 h at ambient conditions. After 
the modification, the electrode was rinsed with 10 mM Tris buffer solutions containing 
50 mM and 10 mM NaC1, respectively, and subsequently immersed in a 1.0 mM 6- 
mercapto- 1 -hexan01 (MCH) solution for 10 tnin. The resulting sample was cleaned with 
10 mM Tris buffer solution and dried under N2 before characterization. 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a yAutolab I1 potentiostat 
(Eco Chemie B.V., Utrecht, Netherlands). A gold slide tnodified with double-stranded 
DNA (dsDNA1Au) was used as the working electrode; it was pressed against an O-ring 
seal at the Teflon cell bottom with an exposed area of 0.68 cm2. An Ag 1 AgCl 1 3.0 M 
NaCl electrode was used as reference electrode, and the counter electrode was a Pt coil. 
The electrolyte and buffer solutions were prepared with deionized water (>18.3 MOcm; 
Barnstead EasyPure UVIUF compact water system, Dubuque, 1A) and chemicals of ACS 
reagent grade, unless otherwise stated. 

concentration is too high, diffusion peaks show up, which influence the calculation 
accuracy)'a and made sure that the electrode has been incubated for a sufficiently long 
time period.'b Based on the charge (Q) obtained by integrating the cathodic peak in the 
cyclic voltammogram (Figure 3-2), the surface concentration of redox cations 
(rRU.DNAIAu) that are electrostatically bound to the DNA strands can be determined,' 
where n is the number of electrons involved in the redox reaction, F is the Faraday 
constant, and A is the area of the working electrode. Under the condition of saturation 
(determined from the adsorption isotherm), the surface density of DNA can be directly 
calculated from rRu.DNAIAu, as reported previously.'a ~t is used here as a simple quality 
control of the modified electrode before further experiments are carried out. 
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Figure 3-2 Cyclic voltammograms of 5.0 pM [RU(NH&]~+ on dsDNA1Au upon increasing the 
concentration of M ~ "  in the supporting electrolyte. The electrolyte was 10 mM Tris 
buffer at pH 7.4, and the scan rate was 300 mV/s. From curve a to e, the corresponding 
concentration of M$' are 0,40,100,300, and 800 pM. The dashed lines show the 
"steady-state" CV, i.e., the CV recorded at a high concentration of M ~ "  (1.0 mM) 
beyond which no further changes are observed. 
These experiments were nortnally carried out in a buffer of low ionic strength and 
without additional supporting electrolyte (typically 10 mM Tris). After incubation in 5.0 
pM [RU(NH~)~]'+ for more than 30 min, clear reduction and oxidation peaks due to the 
surface-bound redox cations are observed, as shown in Figure 3-2(curve a). The 
separation between the two peaks is more than 100 mV at a scan rate of 300 mV/s, which 
is due to the expected slow electron-transfer kinetics.'" The most striking observation 
here is the variation of these redox peaks upon adding other metal cations. Figure 3-2 
(curve b to e) shows the sequential changes when the concentration of M ~ ~ '  added to the 
electrolyte solution increases from 40 pM to 0.8mM. The peak currents decrease 
significantly, and the positions of both anodic and cathodic peaks shift toward the 
positive direction. It should be noted that these changes are reversible, i.e., after washing 
the electrode with 1M NaCl solution and incubation in 10 mM Tris buffer solution, the 
results can be reproduced with the same electrode. 
Since the peak area (thus the integrated charge) is a direct measure of the 
concentration of surface-bound [RU(NH~)~]'+, the result shown in Figure 3-2 indicate a 
shift of the ion-exchange equilibrium between the redox cations and other metal cations 
added subsequently, as depicted in Figure 3-1. When certain amount of other metal 
cations is present, they essentially compete for the negatively charged phosphate-diester 
backbone of DNA strands. The pre-bound redox cations ( [ R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + )  are replaced by 
the subsequently added non-electroactive cations, which leads to the observed decrease of 
the redox peak. To quantitate this effect, we have plotted the changes of the integrated 
charge of the cathodic peak as a function of the concentration of subsequently added 
metal cations (Figure 3-3). 
The comparison between the three types of metal cations ( M ~ ~ + ,  ca2+ and K+) 
examined in this study is unambiguous. The lowest M ~ "  concentration producing a 
change in the voltammetric response is approximately 10 pM, and the plot of A Q  vs. log 
[ M ~ ~ + ]  is almost linear in the concentration range from 10 to 100 pM. For ca2', the 
threshold concentration is about 10 times higher (-100 pM), and the linear region ranges 
from 200 to 500 pM. For K+, no change was observed until the concentration reached a 
-50 mM, and the signal decreased abruptly at higher concentrations. These results, 
particularly the threshold concentrations for different metal cations, are similar to those 
reported by Maeda et al,19 by monitoring the peak current changes for the [F~(cN)~]'- 
/ [ F ~ ( c N ) ~ ] ~ -  couple. In comparison, our data shown in Figure 3-3 cover a much wider 
linear-response region for ~ g ? '  and a clearer distinction between mono- and divalent 
cations. 
Figure 3-3 Decrease of the integrated charge of the cathodic peak in the CVs for 5.0 pM 
[RU(NH&]" on DNA-modified electrodes (shown in Figure 3-2) as function of the 
concentration of different metal cations subsequently added to the electrolyte: ~ ~ " ( 0 ) ~  
~ a ~ ' ( a ) ,  and K'(0). 
To further illustrate the effect of subsequently added metal cations on the 
voltammetric response of [RU(NH~)~]"', we also plotted the shifts of the formal potential 
(AE") as function of their concentrations (Figure 3-4); the formal potential was estimated 
from the positions of the cathodic (EPJ and anodic ( E p )  peaks using eq. (2). 
It is interesting to note that Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show very similar trends, 
particularly for the detectable concentration ranges of the three cations. However, the 
changes of the formal potential indicate that the threshold concentration of ca2+ could be 
as low as 30 pM, i.e., the two divalent cations differ much less from each other than from 
the monovalent ion (K'). 
Figure 3-4 Shifts of the formal potential of 5.0 pM [RU(NH&]" on DNA-modified electrodes 
(shown in Figure 3-2) as function of the concentration of different metal cations 
subsequently added to the electrolyte: M~'+(o), ca2+(e ) ,  and K'(0).  
As has been reported previously, the interactions between DNA and redox cations 
depend on the ionic strength of the supporting e l e c t r ~ l ~ t e . ~  The validity of above method 
for detecting metal cations relies on the fact that the changes of the voltammetric 
response are not resulting from the variation of the ionic strength of the supporting 
electrolyte solution. In Figure 3-5A, we plotted the solution ionic strength as a function of 
the concentration of the metal cations. Because in all cases 10 mM Tris buffer solution 
Figure 3-5 (A) Ionic strength of the electrolyte solution as function of the concentration of the 
subsequently added metal cations: M ~ ~ ' ( O ) ,  ca2'(@), and K'(0). (B) Difference 
between the formal potentials of surface-confined and solution-diffused [RU(NH~)~]'' 
versus the ionic strength of the electrolyte solution at different concentrations of K' . 
was used (minimum requirement for conductivity), the ionic strength did not change 
significantly in the experiments with and ca2', as their concentrations were much 
lower (in the pM or sub-mM ranges). This suggests that the voltammetric signal changes 
on addition of these two cations are not due to changes of the ionic strength. 
In the case of K', the ionic strength increases significantly in the tested 
concentration range (Figure 3-5A), which raises the question whether the mode of cation- 
DNA binding varies. Pang and Abrufia suggested the binding mode of redox cation, 
[(co(phen)313+, to dsDNA could change from electrostatic to intercalative when the ionic 
strength of the solution is i n ~ r e a s e d . ~  
Figure 3-6 General process (a square scheme) of the binding of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ~ +  to a DNA-modified 
surface. The subscripts surf and s o h  denote the surface-bound and solution-diffused 
species, respectively. 
The general process of metal cations binding to DNA strands can be described by a 
square scheme proposed initially by Carter et al.'lb 1n this diagram (Figure 3-6), the 
difference in the formal potential of surface-confined ( E:,,, ) and solution-diffused ( E:~:,,, ) 
species can be described as: 
where K3+ and K2+ are the equilibrium binding constants for the oxidized and reduced 
forms, [RU(NH~)~]'+ and [RU(NH~)~]", respectively. As shown in Figure 3-5B, the 
differences between E$,, and E ~ ~ ~ , , ,  were always negative upon increasing the ionic 
strength of the electrolyte solution, and the change of formal potential is approximately 
proportional to p'12."his indicates that the oxidized form, [RU(NH~)~]~ ' ,  binds to the 
DNA-modified surface more strongly than the reduced form, [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + ,  i.e., K3+ is 
larger than K2+, which is characteristic for electrostatic  interaction^.^" The result shown in 
Figure 3-5 confirms that over the entire concentration range tested, the interactions 
between [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ '  and DNA are electrostatic i.e., the nature of the interaction 
between redox cations and dsDNA strands does not change. 
It has been shown previously that the equilibrium binding constant for the 
interaction between redox metal cations and DNA-modified surfaces can be obtained by 
analysis of the adsorption isotherm (the integrated charge of the surface-confined redox 
cations as a function of their solution  concentration^).'^ l 8  The evaluation of the binding 
constants of mono- and divalent metal cations that are not electroactive, has been relying 
on more sophisticated techniques, such as NMR, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, or 
X-ray diffraction measurements. 2, 20-2 1 We propose here, based on the voltammetric signal 
changes of the pre-bound redox cations upon adding non-electroactive metal cations (for 
example, M ~ ~ '  and ca2'), to determine their binding constants to DNA-modified surfaces. 
Specificlly, the decrease of the integrated charge is a measure of the extent to which other 
cations compete or interfere with the binding of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  to DNA. The determination 
of the binding constants of M ~ "  and ca2' is also based on the Langmuir model (eq. 4), 
which assumes that every binding site is equivalent and the ability of a molecule to bind 
is independent of the occupation of nearby sites. 
where Q,, = QI,, -Q  and Qsar = Qint -Qfin . Qint is the saturated charge of 
[Ru(NH3)613+ before adding other cations, Q is the equilibrium charge of [RU(NH~)~]" in 
the presence of a certain concentration ( C )  of another cation, and Qli,, is the final charge 
of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  beyond which it does not decrease upon increased concentration ( C )  of 
the competing cation. As shown in Figure 3-7, the experimental data for high 
concentrations of Mg2' and ca2+ fit the Langmuir model (eq. 4) well. For lower 
concentrations of cations, it is likely that the systems are not at equilibrium. According to 
eq. (7) in chapter two, both the forward and reverse rate constants will be affected by the 
cation concentration. The calculated equilibrium binding constants K are 6.7-tO.5 x 10" 
M-' and 3.8k0.5 x lo4 M-' for Mg2+ and ca2+, respectively. The electrochemical data 
obtained for K+ do not fit this simple model, which we believe to be due to weaker 
binding of monocations to DNA strands on the surface particularly upon competing with 
pre-bound multiply charged metal transition cations [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + .  
Figure 3-7 Linearized binding isotherms of M ~ "  (A) and caZ+ (B) on DNA-modified gold electrodes 
based on the Langmuir model. The lines fit to the experimental data in the linear region 
at high concentrations of cations using the method of least-squares, from which the 
binding constants were determined. 
It is difficult to interpret these binding constants; however, they allow a 
quantitative comparison of the binding abilities of metal cations to DNA-modified 
surfaces. Both divalent cations (Mg2+ and ca2+) bind more weakly than the triply charged 
transition metal cation (for [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  K = 2.0k0.5 l0"-1p and M ~ ~ +  binds more 
strongly than ca2+ to surface-bound DNA. In addition, this result supports the previously 
reported order of relative binding capacities: Mg2+ > Ca 2+ > K+ 6, 21b It has been 
confirmed previously with x-ray diffraction measurements that the stronger binding of 
M ~ ~ +  (in the form of [ M ~ ( H ~ o ) ~ ] ~ + )  is due to its rigid and stable octahedral primary 
solvation shelL20 In contrast, ~ a "  has a much more variable first solvation shell, which 
does influence their site-specific binding to dsDNA strands. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The present work has shown that, via competitive binding studies with redox 
transition metal cations ( [Ru(NH~)~]~+) ,  DNA-modified electrodes can be used to detect 
and estimate the concentrations of mono- and divalent cations, including M ~ " ,  ca2+, and 
K'. The analysis can be carried out either by monitoring the integrated charge decrease or 
the shift of the formal potential of the pre-bound [RU(NH~)~]". The sensitivity decreases 
in the order ~ g "  + >a2+ > K', which is consistent with their relative binding abilities to 
thiolate-DNA monolayers on gold. In addition, the equilibrium binding constants of these 
metal cations can be obtained by analyzing the voltammetric data with the help of the 
Langmuir model. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEOXYRIBOSENSOR 
FOR SPECIFIC DETECTION OF ADENOSINE: 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY 
In this chapter, a deoxyribosensor incorporating both ATPIadenosine aptamer and 
thiol-modifier was designed and immobilized onto gold electrode through sulfur-gold 
linkages. The switching to an 'ON' state was detected directly by a simple 
electrochemical protocol in the presence of the analyte, adenosine, as evidence by the 
increase of cyclic voltammetric signals from the surface-bound redox cations. The 
binding constant for adenosine binding to the deoxyribosensor on chip was also 
calculated. 
4.1 Overview 
DNA "aptamers" are molecular receptors made of single andlor double stranded 
oligonucleotides, capable of specifically binding a variety of molecules including many 
that normally do not interact with DNA or RNA.' As reviewed recently by Hermann and 
  at el,^ aptamers are obtained by in vitro selection out of large pools of random-sequence 
oligonucleotides, and typically bind their specified ligand by induced-fit mechanisms. I n  
1995, Huizenga and Szostak reported an ATP-binding DNA aptamer, which specifically 
bound ATP as well as aden~s ine .~  High-resolution NMR studies on this aptamer revealed 
that it was a symmetrical bulge loop bound by two DNA double helical  element^.^ It was 
also found that one aptamer molecule bound two adenosines, and upon binding the 
aptamer's loose structure compacts to a tightly hydrogen-bonded and base-stacked helical 

linkages (Figure 4-lB), with the expectation that this deoxyribosensor would 
progressively switch "ON" upon adenosine binding and permit direct electrochemical 
measurements. A simple voltammetric procedure for studying DNA-modified surfaces 
(including quantitation of DNA probes and monitoring of hybridization efficiency on 
chips) developed in our laboratories recently%as adapted to probe such a binding event. 
Our approach is based on the voltammetric response of multiply charged transition metal 
cations, such as [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + ,  that are electrostatically bound to DNA strands. In 
comparison with other electrochemical methods,9-" this protocol offers the attractive 
features of experimental simplicity and ease of interpretation of the results. Micromolar 
concentrations (pM) of the redox cations were used to distinguish the voltammetric 
response of the surface-confined from that of diffusible species.8" 
The thiol-tethered deoxyribosensor (here, incorporating an adenosine aptamer 
sandwiched by two short stretches of DNA duplex, and a 5'-thiol modifier, Figure 4-1B) 
were prepared by hybridizing 10 pM concentrations of two single-stranded 
oligonucleotides (ssDNA) in deoxygenated buffer. The gold electrodes were then 
modified by spreading 100 pL of the lOpM solution of the assembled deoxyribosensors 
onto the cleaned surface for 24 h at ambient conditions. To improve the quality of the 
DNA monolayers and to passivate the surface (reduce non-specific adsorption), these 
modified electrodes were further treated with a dilute solution of 6-mercapto- 1 -hexan01 
(MCH).'' 
The modified gold chips (Figure 4-1B) were then used for the electrochemical 
measurements. Upon prolonged incubation in an electrolyte solution containing 
[RU(NH~)~]'', at low ionic strength, an ion-exchange equilibrium between the transition 


We believe that the folding and con~paction of the DNA aptamers induced by the 
binding of adenosine likely increased the negative charge density of the 
deoxyribosensors, with consequent binding of more [RU(NH~)G]~+ cations by electrostatic 
interaction (as illustrated in Figure 4-3), which in turn was reflected in the increased 
cyclic voltammetry peak area. By contrast, no significant changes were observed when 
uridine was added (Figure 4-4) 
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Figure 4-4 Cyclic voltammograms of 5.0 pM [RU(NH~)~]" on deoxyribosensor-modified gold 
electrode without (solid line) and in the presence of 2.0 mM uridine (dotted line). The 
scan rate is 50 mV/s. No significant change in the integrated charge (peak area) was 
observed, rather than a small shift of the peak position. 
In addition to the selective sensing of adenosine, as illustrated in Figure 4-2, the 
equilibrium binding constant of adenosine to the surface-bound deoxyribosensors could 
be derived from the Langrnuir modelxa3' I b  
where AQ,, = Qinr - Q, and AQSat = Q,,t - Qfi,,, Qi,, is the saturated charge of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  
before adding adenosine, Qt is the equilibrium charge of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  after adding a 
certain concentration of adenosine, and Qfi,  is the steady-state charge (in the presence of 
2.0 mM adenosine). Figure 4-5 shows the linearized plot of the Langmuir isotherm for 
adenosine binding to the deoxyribosensor-modified gold 
binding constant K equals (2.5k0.5) x lo3 M-'. 
electrode. The calculated 
Figure 4-5 Linearized adsorption isotherms of [RU(NH~)$+ on the aptamer modified gold 
electrodes in terms of concentration of adenosine based on the Langmuir model. 
This experiment represents our first step in exploring the direct electrical 
detection of biomedical analytes using deoxyribosensor chips. We note that the present 
method may not be the most optimally sensitive, given that it relies on a moderate 
increase of charge signal over a relatively high background. Currently, we are examining 
the covalent attachment of electroactive labels to the deoxyribosensors to directly 
monitor charge transport from the redox centers to the electrode by way of the 
recognition moiety (aptamer). 
4.2 Experimental Section 
Detailed experimental procedures for the purification, hybridization process, 
surface-immobilization of synthetic DNA strands, have been reported previously (see 
chapter 2). The major difference is the sequences of the oligonucleotides used. To form 
the ATP aptamer, six mismatch bases are included in the design of the oligonucleotides, 
which are shown as underlined below. 
The single strand oligonucleotide, 5'TTTAGCCAGGAGGAACCTTGAT3' and 
the disulfide derivative of the other strand, DMT-O-(CH2)6-S-S-(CH2)&- 
5'ATCAAGGTGGGGGATGGCTAAA3', were both purchased from Core DNA 
Services Inc. (Calgary, AB). Electrochemical measurements were performed in the same 
way as described in Chapter 2 and 3. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
In summary, this thesis described our electrochemical studies of metal ion-DNA 
interaction on surfaces, and explored sensing applications of DNA-modified electrodes. 
This augments the feasibility of direct electrochemical/electrical detection protocol in 
DNA sensing technology. 
Firstly, the simple voltammetric procedure was extended to study the kinetics of 
metal ion-DNA interactions on surfaces. In particular, rate constants of [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  
binding to and dissociation from DNA-modified surfaces were obtained by analyzing its 
time-dependent voltammetric behavior. It has been found that the binding kinetics are 
dominated by the structural nature of the DNA monolayer, i.e., the apparent first-order 
rate constant (k,,,,,) decreases significantly upon increasing the surface density of DNA 
strands. The relatively slow kinetics are due to the compact structure of thiolate-DNA 
monolayers formed on gold. 
It has been demonstrated that this method can be also used for the quantitative 
analysis of non-electroactive ions, specifically mono- and divalent metal cations of 
biological relevance (Mg2+, ca2+, K'), based on their competitive binding with 
[ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  to DNA-modified surfaces. The sensitivity for dications (Mg2+ and ca2+) 
can reach a concentration as low as a few micromolar (pM). In addition, we were able to 
derive the equilibrium binding constants of M ~ ~ '  and ca2+ to DNA-modified electrodes 
base on the Langmuir model. 
The first experiment to explore the feasibility of electrochemical 
deoxyribosensors for specific detection of molecular analytes was carried out. DNA 
assemblies incorporating an ATPhdenosine aptamer and a thiol-modifier were 
successfully immobilized onto gold electrode surface through sulfur-gold linkage. It has 
been shown that in the presence of analyte (adenosine), the switching to a 'ON' state can 
be detected directly by an increase of the cyclic voltammetric signals of pre-bound redox 
cations [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ + .  
In the future, based on the idea described in chapter 3, the quantitative analysis of 
other types of cations, such as spermine that is of particular biological importance, can be 
explored. The cationic linear multivalent polyamine spermine {[(CH2)4(NH2(CH2)3- 
NH?)~]~ ' )  (Spm) is abundant in living cells and plays a key role in the structure, 
stabilization, and function of nucleic acids, due to the charge neutralization by the 
positively charged amino groups. Polyamines are essentially different from inorganic ions 
because they have no clear solvation shell. However, spermine may occupy DNA regions 
similar to magnesium and they may replace each other on the same sequence. Therefore, 
it should be interesting to study the binding thermodynamic/kinetics of spermine to 
DNA-modified surfaces based on its competitive binding with redox active cations. 
Other sensing applications based on the electrochemical protocol could also be 
explored, such as detecting single base mismatch in a DNA double helix with the help of 
MutS, a mismatch binding protein. A thiolate DNA strand containing a single nucleotide 
mismatch could be immobilized on the gold surface. Upon exposing the sample to an 
electrolyte solution containing [RU(NH~)~]'+ until reaching equilibration, a steady cyclic 
voltammetric response from [ R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ] ~ +  could be detected. By adding MutS to the 
electrolyte, the voltammetric signal should be decreased significantly, due to the binding 
of comparably big size MutS protein to the mismatched DNA strand. 
As mentioned at the end of chapter 4, this is only our first step to explore the 
direct electrical detection of biomedical analytes by using deoxyribosensor chips. Future 
work on the development of novel deoxyribosensors will focus on the optimization of the 
detection protocols as well as design of novel DNA assemblies for specific sensing of 
certain type of molecular analytes. For example, redox-active group labeling of DNA has 
recently received much interest, as it provides direct currentlcharge signal. Covalent 
attachment of electroactive labels, such as the ferrocenoyl (Fc) group, to the 
deoxyribosensors to directly monitor charge transport from the redox centers to the 
electrode by way of the recognition moiety (apatmer) should be explored as our next 
milestone of success. 
